


POSITION INDICATION
The single most common application for limit switch enclosures is position indication or feedback.  Plant 
operators require verification that certain valves have gone to desired positions.  Switches are tripped at 
desired positions and complete circuits.  

VISUAL INDICATION
Simplest among feedback types is visual indication.  In older plants, many valves are lever or gear operated, 
and provides clear, intuitive visual indication of valve position.  With increased automation, visual indication becomes less 
intuitive.  Actuators often do not provide indication, or may require close examination to determine position.  To compensate, 
virtually all limit switch and positioner manufacturers offer some type of visual indicator.
Most common, and most visible, is the dome.  This type can be viewed from many positions and at substantial distance.  In its 
simplest form, a “rotor”, painted two colours, turns underneath a “dome,” painted a third colour with clear windows.  At extreme 
positions, only one rotor colour is visible.  At intermediate positions, both colours are visible.  Common colour schemes include 
(red = closed / green = open) and (yellow = closed / black = open).
Manufacturers also offer three-way indicators.  These show intuitively which valve “paths” are present.  Since dome windows 
are smaller for these applications, intermediate indication is not accurate.  However, this is not important for most cases, since 
throttling is uncommon.

LIMIT SWITCHES
The name “limit switch” refers to electrical devices used to limit travel.  As stated above, most applications for so-called limit 
switch enclosures in our industry are used directly to indicate position.  Indirectly, they may be used to limit travel or (more 
commonly) serve as interlocks.  Interlocks are logic “inputs” for control sequences.  For example, a user may not want to turn 
on a pump until its discharge valve is fully open.  In years past, relay logic would have been used.  Today, programmable Today, programmable T
controllers or computers can accomplish the task with greatly simplified wiring.  
Another application of limit switch enclosures is to simply turn on panel lights.

RESISTIVE FEEDBACK
In some cases, users would like to know the precise valve/actuator position throughout its stroke, not just at extremes.  This 
application is more common in modulating services, or in situations involving positioners.  One option is resistive feedback.  
Resistive feedback employs a potentiometer inside a limit switch or positioner enclosure.  It is operated by gearing attached 
to the enclosure shaft such that 90 degrees shaft rotation turns the potentiometer its full range.  This option has limited 
application because most controllers and computers do not readily accept resistive input.  However, for smaller systems using 
panel meters as readouts, resistive feedback offers a less expensive alternative to current feedback.
There are other applications for resistive feedback but they are less common and likely to be user-specific.

4-20 mA CURRENT FEEDBACK
Most modern controllers and computers can be specified with analog voltage or current inputs.  Since two-wire systems are 
simpler and less costly (fewer lines to run to field device), current feedback is more desirable.  In addition, the transmitter 
maintains current regardless of line voltage drops as long as the power source can provide enough potential.
For most applications, the controller or computer provides power and the position transmitter controls “loop” current.  Two Two T
wires connect the devices:  plus to plus and minus to minus.  Inside the limit switch or positioner enclosure, a potentiometer or 
other device provides an electronic signal to a circuit board.  Circuitry then converts this feedback to loop current which is read 
by the controller or computer.
In some applications, users hook transmitters up to current meters or displays.  For these applications, an external power 
supply is needed.
Some transmitters include LED indication of loop power for troubleshooting and direct/reverse action selection.  Since 
transmitters operate on low current DC voltage, they are suitable for intrinsically safe applications.
We have one word of caution regarding transmitter use in conjunction with positioners.  Many users expect 
feedback to perfectly track the input signal.  Positioners have error associated with them in the form of 
linearity, deadband, hysteresis, etc.  Transmitters also have such errors, although linearity is the most 
pronounced.  These errors make it virtually impossible to perfectly track feedback with input.  In 
addition, some users calibrate their positioners such that zero calibration is slightly below zero position.  
This helps to drive the valve into its seat.  It also causes further gaps between feedback and input, 
since the input signal must be increased significantly to provide valve movement out of the seat.
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